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To a girl raised with the same artificial tree throughout her childhood, law always seemed like the most luxurious thing possible. Until, for a year, it happened. Sneezing, watering and constant vacuuming just didn't pay off. Now, I believe a well-made realistic artificial Christmas tree is a much better investment. The best artificial Christmas
trees will last you years, and a timely payment is nothing compared to the hefty price you'll pay every December on a growing farm. Not only do they come with certain measurements designed to perfectly suit your space, but they are delivered directly to your door with simple installation instructions. Some are even pre-lit and - get this rotate automatically, so you can see every inch of your beautiful tree. Most importantly, reviewers can't stop raving about how realistic and persuasive they are. Even the ones with fake snow. Admittedly, since August I have been actively looking for a Christmas tree for my apartment. I marked a lot of them in the process. so if you're
looking for artificial Christmas trees that are even better than the real thing, this one will make for one hell of a festive holiday.1A Popular pre-lit choice for full, festive tree best choice products 7.5' Prelit Premium spruce, $135, AmazonWith nearly 200 reviews, this 7.5-foot prelite premium spruce is one of the most popular options on
Amazon. A full-body shape, over 1,300 branch tops and 550 clear white lights add a festive glow to your home, leaving tons of room for your own personalized touch. It is assembled into three different metal parts that allow easy installation and storage, and branches can be poured for multiple volumes. Most importantly, reviewers can't
stop talking about how great it looks. The wood is absolutely beautiful, says one, while the other ravings: It looks so real and the branches are full and dense. 2A Fir With Tons Of Height Options &amp; A Rotating StandKING OF CHRISTMAS Slim Fir Quick-Shape Christmas Tree (Sizes 5'-9'), $179-$399, Amazon If you love the look of
this thin Christmas tree fir, you're in luck, as it comes in four different heights and your choice of pre-strung colored or white lights. If one bulb burns, the rest remains illuminated, and the entire tree is flameproof for your safety. Reviewers can't stop raving about how quick and easy it is to put together - the whole process takes a few
minutes, and they're insanely impressed by the realism factor. Best feature? It even has a rotating rack that you can set to spin, so you can see the whole tree all the way around.3A Full-Looking, Flexible Prince Herd with dusting of 'Fresh Snow'KING CHRISTMAS Snow artificial tree (Sizes 5'-10'), $89-$439, Amazon Artificial Tree is
available at six different heights and has heavily-heeled branches of dusty Branches of the Branch fully posable (which makes it especially easy to put on lights and decorations), and washed-out parts and a metal base rack makes for a quick assembly. In fact, if it wasn't for the snow not melting, your guests might think you cut this down.
He looks very real, very pleased! says one reviewer. 4An Affordable Option That's Super Easy To AssembleHAPPYPONY 7.5' Premium Evergreen Tree, $85, AmazonThis premium evergreen is a bargain size for your living room, dining room or entrance, and some reviewers say it took them less than fifteen minutes to burn it. Full
branches and pins give it volume as the washed-out parts and folding base slide into each other. Basically, if you're looking for a realistic tree without fuss, clutter, hassle or soaring prices, that's it. The tree looks full and seems almost real, according to one of the many five-star reviews. He looks just as good up close as he does from afar.
5A Slim Tree That Feels Real &amp; Is Extra Convenient For Small SpacesNational Tree Feel Real Tiffany Fir Slim (Sizes 6.5' to 9'), $173-$294, Amazon If you're looking for a slimmer option, these Tiffany dishes come in highs of 6.5, 7.5 and 9 feet, but starts at 40 inches around the base. It has an all-metal hinged construction for
durability and Feel Real technology tips branches for outstanding realism. 500 clear lights have something called a lamp lock, which prevents light bulbs from falling out and keeps the whole strand on if someone stops working. It is even fireproof, hypoallergenic, and comes with additional bulbs and fuses. Obviously the most credible
artificial tree I've ever seen, says one reviewer. 6A Durable, realistic spruce that comes at a great priceBest choice product 7.5' Premium Hinged Spruce, $85, AmazonIt is quite difficult to find a full, high-quality tree for only $ 85, but this spruce delivers. More than a thousand branch tops create the illusion of a real full-bodied spruce, and
the base is made of solid steel to support the whole thing. It's divided into three reclised sections so you can store it easily, and people say that even though it's less than $100, it doesn't look like that: It looks like a $400.00 tree. Full, easy to get up and gorgeous. Best of all, it's going to take years. 7A Tree With Loads Of Convenient
Features &amp; Needles That Look Like The Real ThingABUSA Pre-lit artificial Christmas tree (sizes 7.5' or 9'), $299 to $379, AmazonIt seems the creators of this pre-lit tree thought of everything. PVC pins look like the real deal and are flameproof for your safety. 1186 branch tips are carefully designed to hold more decorations. The 750
LED clear lights are well balanced, made with a no-eye power plug and locked into place with a twist-resistant design that keeps on even if it fails. There is even a 10-year limited warranty that comes together that's. Bustle can get a share of the sales from products purchased from this article, which originated independently of Bustle's
editorial and sales department. Mark Scott For decades many of us have decorated Christmas trees in our homes with baubles, lights and beautiful decorations - but why do we have Christmas trees? And where does this tradition come from? Bringing evergreen trees indoors has traditionally been used to celebrate winter festivals - both
pagans and Christians - for thousands of years. Pagans would decorate their homes during the winter solstice with tree branches as a symbol for thinking about spring that was just around the corner. The esoli were also used by the Romans to decorate their temples at the Saturnalia festival, while Christians used it as a sign of eternal life
with God. Germany is also largely responsible for starting the Christmas tree tradition, as many Christians have begun decorating trees brought from outside. Those who didn't have trees - or couldn't afford them - would instead make their own clever alternatives using wooden pyramids. Some of the first Christmas trees in Germany were
decorated with delicious edible decorations, such as honeysuckies and apples covered in gold (glassmakers would also hang special small ornaments made by themselves). Who brought the Christmas tree to the home first? A 16th-century preacher, Martin Luther, was recorded as one of the first people to bring a Christmas tree into his
home—and one of the first to add lights to the tree. According to tradition, one night before Christmas, Martin was seen walking in the woods and looked up to see bright shining stars shimmering through the branches of trees. To recapture this scene for his family, he put a tree in his living room and wired its branches with beautiful lights.
MrsGetty Images When did the Christmas tree first come to England? While Queen Victoria and Prince Albert are said to be the ones that made Christmas trees popular in England during the 1800s, they date back much further than this. The tradition came from Germany, where King George III's wife was born. His German wife,
Charlotte, was thought to have used it to decorate a Christmas tree with her family during the 1760s. Charlotte placed a tree in the Queen's cottage in Windsor for a children's party for those who were rich and noble. Not long after, the tree became popular among some wealthy families as well. In 1848, a drawing of the 'Queen's Christmas
Tree at Windsor Castle' was published in the addition of illustrated London news. After many read this, the decoration of trees began to grow in popularity. What does the Christmas tree symbolize? Long before the advent of Christianity, plants and trees had a special meaning in many people during the cold, winter months. Just as many
of us decorate our Today, ancient cultures would hang evergreen branches across their doors—many even believed it was something that could keep witches, evil sprits and diseases at bay. Back in 2004, Pope John Paul called the Christmas tree a 'symbol of Christ'. He said this ancient tradition extols the value of life and reminds
Christians of the 'tree of life', which is found in the first biblical book of Genesis. Mark Scott How have Christmas trees changed now? Similar to very early Christmas trees, we still decorate with our baubles and hang them with lights. Buying a real Christmas tree is still a tradition for many families, but over the years we have seen an
increase in the number of artificial timbers, especially pre-lit Christmas trees, as people opt for restless, low maintenance trees that they can use again every year. We've also seen decorations take a more extravagant twist, with trends such as rainbow trees, sunflower trees and multicolored 'party' trees shaping the way people decorate,
as well as wooden Christmas trees and twigs. These alternative trees gain greater popularity every year, and some households completely throw away trees, instead of deciding to decorate the plant as a Christmas tree. Do you like this article? Sign up for our newsletter to get more articles like this delivered directly to your inbox. LOG IN
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